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Mac Holladay and his team from Market Street were like a flashlight that 

lit up our attic of stored civic assets and helped us bring them out into the 

sunlight where we could put them to more productive use. This was not 

an easy process as we had previously functioned using methods that did not 

fit our current needs and had become entrenched and comfortable. By showing us another approach, Mac and his 

team set us on a clear path to future efficiency and success. 

Sylvester (Sly) James 

Mayor, City of Kansas City, Missouri 

Background 

Kansas City has a wealth of competitive assets that position it for great success. The City can boast a world-class 

performing arts center, dynamic shopping and entertainment districts like Power and Light, Crown Center, City 

Market, Zona Rosa, Westport, and Country Club Plaza, three major league sports franchises, a famous network of 

boulevards and parks, a world-renowned art museum, the Kauffman Foundation – the world’s top entrepreneurial 

think tank – grand historic neighborhoods, a major international airport, a well-regarded state university, 

competitive rail and highway infrastructure, Fortune 500 corporations, Google Fiber… the list can go on.  

However, in spite of this impressive array of assets, the City had underperformed against expectations and, while 

the City of Kansas City as a whole had grown in population, certain neighborhoods had lost residents. In 2011, 

Kansas City, Missouri partnered with Market Street Services to produce a holistic strategy for the future that would 

better take advantage of the City’s assets and return it to a level of economic performance that compares 

favorably with its peers and the rest of the region. 

Led by a Steering Committee of top public and private leaders, the AdvanceKC process leveraged a tremendous 

amount of public input, married with quantitative analysis of the City’s trends, competitive position, and top 

business sectors, to inform the creation of a multi-step plan to streamline economic development processes and 

enhance overall competitiveness. Market Street also completed extensive analysis of Missouri statutes and 

comparison city economic development structures to identify models and processes that could inform the 

reinvention of municipal economic development in Kansas City, Missouri. 

AdvanceKC is structured to correspond to key CATEGORIES OF COMPETITIVENESS that emerged from the 

extensive quantitative and qualitative research that defined the first phase of the AdvanceKC process. For each 

category of competitiveness, one or more actions have been proposed with the greatest potential to move Kansas 

City forward in its attempts to become one of the nation’s top cities and a destination of choice for companies 

and talent. These action steps are geared towards getting Kansas City to connect – to come together in new and 

meaningful ways across all barriers to grow its economy, stabilize its population base, and raise levels of local 

wealth. 
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Implementation Highlights 

Implementation has been overseen by the Implementation Committee and staffed by the Economic Development 

Corporation of Kansas City (EDC) the City’s principal development agency. 

 Under the auspices of AdvanceKC, the entire process for economic development in the City has been 

streamlined and improved. This includes co-locating all statutory development agencies under one roof to 

provide a single point of entry for development projects, cutting the size of the EDC’s Board of Directors 

from over 50 down to nine members, and rewriting the City’s economic incentives policy. 

 In 2013, the KCEDC had 53 successful retention, expansion, and recruitment projects, which will create over 

3,400 jobs and retain over 700 more. Potential new payroll for these jobs is nearly $197 million and 

potential new investment is over $375 million. 

 Launch KC, a strategic initiative designed to attract and develop IT entrepreneurs and creative professionals 

to the Kansas City, Missouri area, was kicked off in 2013. The initiative was created through a public-private 

collaboration and is designed to match developing tech firms and creative entrepreneurs with like-minded, 

established businesses in KC.  

 The EDC launched a new website in 2013 featuring news on projects and initiatives and monthly blog posts 

with topics like “How to Request Approval of a Rezoning” and “What is PIAC (Public Improvements Advisory 

Committee) and how can I get my project on the docket?” The EDC also launched four new social 

networking sites including Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and Linkedin. 

 In May 2014, the City broke ground on the 2.2 mile north-south Downtown Streetcar project. The project 

has helped spur development and private investment in the streetcar development district and elsewhere 

in downtown Kansas City.  

 Kiplinger ranked Kansas City among the Top Ten Best Cities for Entrepreneurs Looking to Start A Company 

in 2013. Lonely Planet ranked the City sixth on its list of Top Ten Travel Destinations in 2014. Travel + 

Leisure named them the Tenth Best City for Hipsters (2013). The Huffington Post named Kansas City as one 

of the 20 Awesome Cities You Need to Visit in Your 20s (2014). Business Week ranked them as fifteenth 

among America’s 50 Best Cities in 2012. PC Magazine ranked Kansas City as the No. 1 high-tech city you’ll 

want to call home (2014). Fortune Magazine ranked Kansas City No. 2 among the Top Five Cities with Up-

and-Coming Downtowns. In a report by the National League of Cities, Kansas City was named as one of 

the top 12 cities with best practices for small business development (2014). A study by NerdWallet ranked 

Kansas City seventh on the list of America’s Most Affordable Metros for Homeownership (2014). 

 


